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Voice Over Actor Demo Script Book 

Don’t know what to say in your voice over demo recording? 

Just use some of these 50 scripts examples! 

 

1. Automotive ad voice over script 

Introducing the all-new XYZ Sedan. Experience luxury and power like never before. With its 
sleek design and advanced technology, every drive becomes an exhilarating journey. Test drive 
one today at your nearest dealership. 

2. Food and Beverage ad voice over script 

Indulge in the rich flavors of our handcrafted coffee, brewed to perfection. Each sip is a 
moment of pure bliss, awakening your senses. Discover our wide selection of gourmet blends, 
carefully sourced and roasted for the ultimate coffee experience. Treat yourself to the taste of 
excellence. 

3. Retail Promotion voice over script 

Attention, shoppers! Don’t miss out on our biggest sale of the year. Get incredible discounts on 
the latest fashion trends, electronics, home decor, and more. It’s the perfect time to upgrade 
your wardrobe, spruce up your living space, or find that special gift. Hurry in while supplies last! 

4. Travel and Tourism commercial voice over script 

Escape to a world of breathtaking beauty and unforgettable experiences. Discover pristine 
beaches, majestic mountains, and vibrant cultures. Whether you seek relaxation or adventure, 
our travel packages offer something for everyone. Start your journey today and create 
memories that will last a lifetime. 

5. Health and Wellness promo voice over script 

Take charge of your well-being with our revolutionary fitness program. Achieve your fitness 
goals with personalized training, expert guidance, and state-of-the-art facilities. Unlock your 
potential and transform your body. Join us today and embark on a journey to a healthier, 
stronger you. 
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6. Technology ad voice over script 

Welcome to the future of technology. Introducing the XYZ smartphone, packed with cutting-
edge features and unparalleled performance. From its stunning display to its powerful camera 
and seamless user experience, this device is designed to elevate your digital life. Stay connected 
and unlock limitless possibilities. 

7. Home Improvement ad voice over script 

Turn your house into a dream home with our range of high-quality home improvement 
products. From elegant furniture and stylish decor to energy-efficient appliances, we have 
everything you need to create a space that reflects your unique style. Enhance your living 
environment and make every moment at home extraordinary. 

8. Automotive Service advertisement voice over script 

Is your car in need of some TLC? Bring it to our trusted auto service center, where our skilled 
technicians will give your vehicle the care it deserves. From routine maintenance to major 
repairs, we use top-of-the-line equipment and genuine parts to keep your car running 
smoothly. Drive with confidence — visit us today. 

9. Financial Services voice over script 

Secure your financial future with our comprehensive range of financial services. Whether 
you’re planning for retirement, investing in your children’s education, or buying a new home, 
our team of experts is here to guide you every step of the way. Let us help you achieve your 
financial goals. 

10. Fashion and Beauty voice over script 

Step into the world of elegance and style with our latest collection. From glamorous evening 
wear to chic everyday fashion, we offer designs that empower and inspire. Enhance your 
natural beauty with our premium skincare and makeup products. Embrace your individuality 
and make a statement with our fashion-forward trends. 

 

Background music for voice over demos and freelance work 
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11. Nature Documentary voice over script 

In the heart of the lush rainforest, a symphony of life unfolds. Witness the majestic creatures 
that call this ecosystem home, from colorful birds taking flight to elusive predators prowling the 
undergrowth. Join us on a journey of discovery as we delve into the intricate balance of 
nature’s wonders. 

12. Historical Documentary voice over script 

Travel back in time to a bygone era, where great civilizations rose and fell. Uncover the secrets 
of ancient wonders, from towering pyramids to majestic castles. Through captivating stories 
and expert insights, we’ll unravel the mysteries of history and bring the past to life. 

13. Science Documentary voice over script 

Explore the marvels of the universe and unravel the mysteries of science. From the vastness of 
space to the intricacies of the human body, we’ll embark on a voyage of discovery. Join us as 
we dive into groundbreaking research and awe-inspiring phenomena that shape our 
understanding of the world. 

14. Travel Documentary voice over script 

Set foot on a journey of wanderlust as we traverse the globe, immersing ourselves in the 
vibrant cultures and breathtaking landscapes of faraway lands. From bustling cities to serene 
coastal retreats, we’ll uncover hidden gems and unveil the stories that make each destination 
truly unique. 

15. Wildlife Documentary voice over script 

Venture into the untamed wilderness, where remarkable creatures roam. Witness the raw 
beauty and natural wonders of the animal kingdom. From the graceful movements of predators 
to the delicate balance of fragile ecosystems, we’ll unveil the captivating tales of survival and 
harmony in the wild. 

16. Educational Video voice over script 

Welcome to the world of knowledge and exploration. In this educational video, we’ll dive deep 
into fascinating topics, from the wonders of the solar system to the secrets of ancient 
civilizations. Prepare to expand your mind and embark on a captivating journey of learning and 
discovery. 
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17. Corporate Video voice over script 

At our company, we strive for excellence in everything we do. From our cutting-edge 
technology to our dedicated team, we’re committed to delivering exceptional solutions for our 
clients. Join us as we showcase our innovative products, highlight our success stories, and 
demonstrate our unwavering commitment to quality. 

18. Medical Documentary voice over script 

In the realm of medicine, breakthroughs and innovations shape the landscape of healthcare. 
Explore the frontiers of medical science as we delve into groundbreaking research, 
revolutionary treatments, and the incredible stories of resilience and hope. Join us on this 
captivating journey into the world of healing. 

19. Art Exhibition introduction voice over script 

Step into a world of creativity and inspiration as we unveil an extraordinary art exhibition. From 
stunning masterpieces to thought-provoking installations, each piece tells a unique story and 
invites you to embark on an emotional journey. Immerse yourself in the beauty and power of 
artistic expression. 

20. Environmental Documentary voice over script 

The fate of our planet hangs in the balance. Journey with us as we explore the urgent issues 
facing our environment and the innovative solutions that offer hope. From the delicate 
ecosystems of our oceans to the battle against climate change, we’ll shed light on the 
importance of preserving our natural world. 

21. Animated Adventure voice over script 

Character Voice: Heroic and Brave 

In a world filled with darkness, one hero rises to the challenge. Join our courageous protagonist 
as they embark on an epic quest, facing treacherous foes and unlocking their true potential. 
Together, let’s save the day and restore peace to our enchanted realm! 

22. Children’s Animation voice over script 

Character Voice: Playful and Energetic 

Hey there, kids! Get ready for a fun-filled adventure with our lovable characters. From singing 
and dancing to solving mysteries, every day is a new and exciting journey. So put on your 
imagination hats and let’s embark on magical escapades together! 
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23. Fantasy Video Game voice over script 

Character Voice: Mysterious and Wise 

Welcome, brave warrior, to a world of enchantment and danger. As the ancient prophecy 
unfolds, your destiny beckons. Traverse treacherous landscapes, confront mythical creatures, 
and unravel the secrets of a forgotten realm. Your choices will shape the fate of this epic tale. 

24. Comedy Sketch voice over script 

Character Voice: Goofy and Hilarious 

Get ready for some belly laughs and wacky antics! Join our zany characters on a hilarious 
rollercoaster ride filled with slapstick comedy, outrageous jokes, and unforgettable punchlines. 
Hold on tight and prepare for a sidesplitting adventure that will leave you in stitches! 

25. Superhero Animation voice over script 

Character Voice: Bold and Confident 

In a world where evil lurks in every corner, our mighty heroes stand ready to defend justice. 
With their extraordinary powers and unwavering determination, they face formidable villains 
and protect the innocent. Brace yourselves for heart-pounding action and epic battles! 

26. Fairy Tale Audiobook voice over script 

Character Voice: Whimsical and Enchanting 

Once upon a time, in a land far, far away, magical creatures and brave heroes came together to 
weave extraordinary tales. From princesses with hearts full of hope to mischievous fairies 
spreading laughter, each story will transport you to a world of enchantment and wonder. 

27. Sci-Fi Animation voice over script 

Character Voice: Futuristic and Technological 

Welcome to the future, where advanced technology and interstellar adventures await. Join our 
intrepid explorers as they journey through the cosmos, encountering alien worlds, futuristic 
cities, and mind-bending technologies. Brace yourself for an exhilarating sci-fi experience 
beyond imagination. 
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28. Talking Toy Commercial voice over script 

Character Voice: Cute and Playful 

Hi there, kids! Meet your new best friend, the cuddliest and most adorable toy around. With 
soft fur, giggles, and interactive features, I’m here to be your companion through endless hours 
of fun and imagination. Let’s embark on countless adventures together! 

29. Villainous Character voice over script 

Character Voice: Sinister and Manipulative 

Ah, the world is mine for the taking. With my cunning mind and insidious plans, I shall bring 
chaos and darkness to all who oppose me. Tremble before my power as I unveil my malevolent 
scheme, for I am the master of shadows, and no one can stand in my way. 

30. Animated Musical voice over script 

Character Voice: Melodious and Expressive 

Let the music fill your heart and guide your journey! Through uplifting melodies and heartfelt 
lyrics, our characters will dance and sing their way into your soul. Join us as we celebrate the 
power of music, friendship, and the magic that lies within each and every one of us. 

31. Action Movie Trailer voice over script 

In a world on the brink of destruction, one man will rise to become the ultimate hero. Brace 
yourself for heart-pounding action, breathtaking stunts, and explosive battles that will leave 
you on the edge of your seat. Get ready for the adrenaline-fueled thrill ride of a lifetime! 

32. Thriller TV Series Teaser voice over script 

In the shadows of the night, secrets lurk and mysteries unfold. Prepare to be captivated by a 
spine-chilling tale of suspense, where every twist and turn will keep you guessing. Enter a world 
where trust is shattered, and danger lurks at every corner. Can you handle the truth? 

33. Romantic Comedy Movie Trailer voice over script 

Love is in the air, and laughter is guaranteed. Get ready for a whirlwind romance that will warm 
your heart and tickle your funny bone. Join our charming leads on a hilarious journey filled with 
witty banter, unexpected encounters, and a love story for the ages. 
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34. Sci-Fi Game Trailer voice over script 

Welcome to a universe of infinite possibilities. Step into the future where cutting-edge 
technology, awe-inspiring worlds, and unimaginable creatures await. Brace yourself for mind-
bending adventures, epic battles, and a gripping narrative that will leave you craving for more. 

35. Fantasy TV Series Teaser voice over script 

In a realm where magic reigns and destiny calls, a chosen few will rise to fulfill their epic quest. 
Embark on a journey through mystical lands, encounter mythical creatures, and unlock the 
secrets of an ancient prophecy. Prepare to be enchanted by a world beyond imagination. 

36. Horror Movie Trailer voice over script 

In the darkness, fear takes hold. Prepare for a bone-chilling experience that will haunt your 
dreams. From the depths of your worst nightmares, a malevolent force emerges, ready to 
strike. Brace yourself for heart-stopping suspense, terrifying encounters, and a descent into 
pure terror. 

37. Epic Adventure Game Trailer voice over script 

Venture into a vast and immersive world, where epic quests and legendary battles await. 
Gather your allies, hone your skills, and embrace your destiny as you embark on a quest to save 
the realm. Get ready to write your own heroic tale in a land of unfathomable wonders. 

38. Mystery TV Series Teaser voice over script 

Unlock the secrets of a tangled web of intrigue and deception. Step into a world of shadowy 
figures, hidden agendas, and unsolved mysteries. Every clue leads deeper into a labyrinth of 
suspense. Are you ready to uncover the truth, or will it remain forever shrouded in darkness? 

39. Sports Event Promo voice over script 

The anticipation is building, and the crowd is on their feet. Get ready for a spectacle of 
athleticism and adrenaline as the world’s finest athletes gather for the ultimate showdown. 
Witness awe-inspiring feats, rivalries that ignite, and unforgettable moments that will go down 
in history. 

40. Animated Adventure Movie Trailer voice over script 

Prepare to embark on an extraordinary journey beyond your wildest imagination. Join a group 
of lovable misfits as they set off on a quest of self-discovery, friendship, and bravery. With 
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stunning animation, memorable characters, and an unforgettable story, this adventure will 
capture your heart. 

41. Welcome Greeting voice over script 

Thank you for calling [Company Name]. Your call is important to us. Please hold the line, and an 
associate will be with you shortly. We appreciate your patience. 

42. Menu Options voice over script 

Welcome to [Company Name]. For sales inquiries, press 1. For customer support, press 2. For 
billing and account information, press 3. For all other inquiries, press 4. Thank you. 

43. After-Hours Message voice over script 

Thank you for contacting [Company Name]. Our business hours are Monday through Friday, 
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. If you’re calling outside of these hours, please leave a detailed message, 
and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible. 

44. On-Hold Message voice over script 

We apologize for the wait. Did you know that you can visit our website at [Website URL] for 
answers to frequently asked questions? Alternatively, you can stay on the line, and we’ll be 
with you shortly. Thank you for your patience. 

45. Voicemail Greeting voice over script 

You’ve reached [Your Name or Department]. I’m currently unavailable to take your call. Please 
leave your name, phone number, and a brief message, and I’ll return your call as soon as I can. 
Thank you. 

46. Appointment Reminder voice over script 

Hello! This is a friendly reminder from [Company Name] about your upcoming appointment on 
[Date] at [Time]. If you need to reschedule or have any questions, please call our office. We 
look forward to seeing you. 

47. Order Confirmation voice over script 

Thank you for placing your order with [Company Name]. We’re happy to inform you that your 
order has been successfully processed. For order updates or any inquiries, please have your 
order number ready when speaking to our representative. Thank you for choosing us. 
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48. Technical Support Instructions voice over script 

For technical support, please ensure you have your device or equipment nearby. Our team will 
guide you through troubleshooting steps to help resolve the issue. Please stay on the line, and 
we’ll be with you shortly. 

49. Account Verification voice over script 

To better assist you, we require some account verification. Please enter or speak your account 
number followed by the pound or hash key. If you’re having trouble, stay on the line, and one 
of our representatives will assist you shortly. 

50. Customer Feedback Request voice over script 

We value your feedback! At the end of this call, you may be invited to participate in a brief 
survey. Your input is essential to help us improve our services. Thank you in advance for taking 
the time to share your thoughts. 
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